<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DETACHMENTS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**Each Detachment is 10 TUs.**

**Reconnaissance detachment:** 2 armoured cars; 2 Molniya armoured cars with sniper designation options; 2 Eagle light tanks; 2 Gecko 2 Goannas:

*Total: 1410pts or...*

**Strike detachment:** 2 Skorpion assault tanks; 6 Eagle light tanks, 2 armoured cars, 2 missile options for *either* the armoured cars or light tanks: *Total: 2350pts or...*

**Heavy detachment:** 4 Skorpion assault tanks; 4 Sabre tanks, 1 Eagle light tank with Rocket Support option, 1 Missile truck: *Total: 2750pts or...*

**Late Heavy detachment:** 4 Skorpion assault tanks; 4 Sabre tanks, 1 Uhlan, 1 Missile truck: *Total: 2915pts or...*

**Engineers detachment:** 2 APCs; 1 missile armed Goanna; 1 missile armed Molniya; 6 infantry TUs (3 standard, 2 with buzz-bombs and 1 with support weapon): *Total: 740pts*

Add a Lt. to any of these detachments at 20pts.

Treat this force - whatever option is selected - as a SINGLE detachment during play. Build a bigger force with an additional detachment and add a captain (40pts). To add a third detachment, add a major (100pts). Further detachments are led by additional majors but any could be swapped for Colonel Orlyk (who costs 275pts).

The force may swap up to TWO snipers (at 70pts each) for infantry TUs. Replace either buzzbomb or support weapon infantry TUs with the snipers rather than regular infantry.

---

**POINTS COSTS**

Armoured car: **175pts**; Eagle light tank: **225pts**; missile option to add to armoured car or light tank: **+50pts**; Uhlan: **440pts**; Skorpion assault tank: **275pts**; Sabre tank: **325pts**; APC: **135pts**; command track: **100pts**; Gecko: **75pts**; Goanna: **90pts**; Molniya armoured car: **100pts**. Missile option to add to Gecko, Goanna or Molniya: **+50pts**. Sniper designation added to Molniya: **+40pts**; Missile truck **75pts**; support truck **10pts**. Infantry: **25pts**; infantry with buzzbomb launcher or support weapon: **35pts**.

Up to 1 additional sergeant could be purchased at **10pts**.